By airgram GATT/AIR/1370 dated 12 May 1977, contracting parties were invited to notify by 30 September 1977 any changes which should be made to the information concerning import restrictions contained in:

(a) the Annex to L/4455 and Corr.1-3, and
(b) the notes on individual import restrictions contained in COM.IND/W/67/Add.1 and Corr.1-5, and in MTN/3E/DOC/7 and Add.1-10.

The information made available to the secretariat up to 30 November 1977 was circulated in document L/4604, dated 15 December 1977.

With reference to the above-mentioned airgram the following communication, dated 10 January 1978, has been received from the Permanent Delegation of Belgium on behalf of the countries of the Benelux Economic Union.

The Benelux countries propose the following changes to document L/4604. It should be noted that these proposals concern solely industrial products and processed agricultural products.
Document L/4604, Annex I, comments on information in the "Benelux" column

CCCN

17.04 Add "excluding liquorice extract containing more than 10 per cent by weight of sucrose but not containing other added substances, nor chewing gum".

18.06 Delete "LL chocolate products".

20.07 Replace the entire text "LL ... tinned" by "AL solely for products containing sugar".

51.04 Delete BQ (JAP) and add: XR (JAP).
Certain synthetic fabrics: SUSP (JAP) regenerated fabrics and certain synthetic fabrics.

55.07 Delete XR.

55.08 Delete SUSP (JAP).

55.09 Replace SUSP (JAP) by XR (JAP).

ex 56.05 Replace BQ (JAP) by SUSP (JAP) and replace the rest of the text by "yarn of textile fibres of polyester mixed with wool or fine animal hair and yarn of regenerated textile fibres".

56.07 Replace BQ (JAP) by:
"XR (JAP): fabrics of synthetic textile fibres
SUSP (JAP): fabrics of regenerated textile fibres".

ex 58.01 Delete XR*.

ex 58.04 Delete asterisk.

ex 58.05 Replace the text by:
XR (JAP) of cotton or of synthetic textile fibres
SUSP (JAP) of other materials except of silk.

ex 58.06 Replace the text by:
SUSP (JAP) except of silk.
ex 58.07 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP).

ex 58.08 Delete XR*.

ex 58.09 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP).

ex 58.10 Delete XR*.

ex 59.01 Delete XR*.

ex 59.13 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP) except of silk.

ex 60.01 Delete XR*.

ex 60.02 Delete XR*.

ex 60.03 Delete XR*.

ex 60.04 Replace the text by: BQ (POL) of cotton or of man-made textile fibres.

ex 60.05 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP) of wool or of fine animal hair.

ex 60.06 Delete XR*.

ex 61.01 Delete XR*.

ex 61.02 Delete asterisk after the word (JAP)
Delete BQ (JAP), the rest of the text being retained.

ex 61.03 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP) men's and boys' shirts and pyjamas, of cotton or of man-made fibre.

ex.61.04 Delete XR*.

ex 61.05 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP) of cotton or of man-made fibre.

ex 61.06 Replace the text by: SUSP (JAP) of cotton or of man-made fibre.

ex 61.07 Delete XR*.

ex 61.08 Delete XR*.

ex 61.09 Delete XR*.

ex 61.10 Delete XR*.
ex 61.11   Delete XR*.
ex 62.01   Delete XR*.
ex 62.02   Add after BQ (FOL) "of cotton or of linen".
ex 62.04   Delete XR*.
ex 62.05   Replace BQ (JAP) by SUSP (JAP).
ex 65.05   Delete XR*.

79.03   Replace the text by: "RQ (YUG) of square or rectangular shape".